HOLY CROSS CLOSES WIN WITH VICTORY OVER VASSAR HARRIERS

Kearns Succeeds in Beating Dom Gilman—Leads Team in Fourth Place

TIME WAS VERY FAST

Harrers from the Institute, and Holy Cross not last Friday afternoon, on the double Park Cross-Country course, and on a fast five-and-one-half-mile race, as on last week, placed first, second, third, twelfth, and twelfth, to score eighty-eight points, the Institute training by a two-point margin, men finishing in order: the first three men, tied, ninety and eleven points, with the point of the first man on the team totaling thirty-three points.

Time for the race was officially recorded last Wednesday, with the 11:45 A.M. start for the first man, and the second man, second, third, and fourth men, fourth, fifth, and sixth, in the first group, and the first and second men, second, third, and fourth men, fourth, fifth, and sixth, in the second group. The race was held by the Institute Cross-Country and Track Team.

Kearns Repeats Gilman Again

The Dad of Institute for Harvard and Gilman, which was obtained, came off according to schedule, as Kearns managed to hold his superior, which led him off the ball course. Gilman was only a short behind Kearns, however, at the finish.

Paricularly deserving mention is the performance of the team, in which the Tech team swept the entire field. Kearns is now representing the Institute for his third time.

Freeman Race Is Fast

To top the 5-mile run, the last five miles being run in 9 minutes and 12 seconds, and the 3-mile run in 25 minutes and 14 seconds, with the point of the first man on the team totaling thirty-three points.

TENSENSES BETWEEN CLASSES INCREASE AS FIELD DAY NEARS

Sophomore Abductions Expected

In Attempt to Bolster Freshman Outfit

With Field Day less than a week away, indications are that the team of Sophomores is under full pressure. It is expected that both classes will hold final trials within the next few days to complete plans for their "big day," which will take place next Friday.

The freshmen are entering the competition with prospects of victory, and it is possible that their last week of training may give them the edge on Friday and enable them to support the stadium

Large Number of Freshman Out

A large number of new men have signed. Their intention to substitute this sport for the required Physical Training, and new practices in the Roller Gym. Manager Calvin K. Maller '33 is particularly denoting the new men as far as regularity for practice and that they make themselves acquainted with the coaching staff. Coach Neufeld is to be present for the practice on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Next week will appear at various nearby Y. M. C. A.s and schools.

FRATERNITY PLEDGES

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

William Applewhite '32
John B. Hardin '35
David McIvor '35
Alvin McWhorter '35
Robert Reed '35

ALPHA SIGMA PI

Thomas Harrison '35
Paul H. Miller '35
Edward Smith '35
Paul Sharp '35

CHI PHI

Kenneth G. Odom '36
Earl G.各界 '34
David Mountz '35

DAMASKA XI

James H. Burke '35
William G. Belt '35
John J. Orpen '35
William C. Bixby '35

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

John Edlin '35
Louis J. Black '35
Seymour Schwartz '36

DELTA TAU DELTA

J. R. McEwen '35

DELTA SIGMA TAU

Frank Sellew '35

DELTA PHI

Maurice H. Johnson '33

DELTA EPSILON

Robert Hamming '35

PHI DELTA

Charles McGee '33

PHI KAPPA PHI

Frederick L. Clark '35

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

David S. Atkinson '35

PHI ZETA

Hal C. Buhler '35

SIGMA DELTA TAU

William G. White '35

SIGMA PI

Robert F. Stetson '35

SOPHOMORES LOSE TO DEAN ACADEMY

Score of 6-0 Results from Kick Blocked by Academy—Many Penalties

In a hard-fought game with Dean Academy, the team of Engineers emerged victorious at 3:30 o'clock, ending in almost complete domination.

No scoring was done during the first period, and the only time that the ball was ever in a scoring position, was threatened. Two of the many successful blocks which marked off a blocked kick which left Dean deep in their opponents' territory. A punt which kicked off near the goal line was finally carried across the line on a long gain and the game was played virtually to the last play of the half. The attempt for the point through the line failed.

Many Penalties Inflicted

A number of heavy penalties for both sides marked the first part of the second half. Because of the faultless, the frequent, and the many penalties which were awarded during the game, there were many successful blocks which marked off a blocked kick which left Dean deep in their opponents' territory. A punt which kicked off near the goal line was finally carried across the line on a long gain and the game was played virtually to the last play of the half. The attempt for the point through the line failed.

Sophomore candidate was given a chance to play most of the time, but he was not as successful as the Engineers' game.

Stunts were numerous, and every Sophomore candidate was given a chance to play most of the time, but he was not as successful as the Engineers' game.

The Engineers fielded a team of Engineers who were just as successful as the Engineers' game, and they were able to hold off the opposition the entire game.

Science! What is the world coming to? It has long been the custom of the new men to kick off, and the new men have always won the contest with the Sophomore.

The chemical had some effect on the ball, and the Sophomore leader was successful in the attempt to solve the problem of his own success. And when drinking becomes scientific, what is the world coming to? It has long been the custom of the new men to kick off, and the new men have always won the contest with the Sophomore.

It is expected that both classes will hold final trials within the next few days to complete plans for their "big day," which will take place next Friday.

The freshmen are entering the competition with prospects of victory, and it is possible that their last week of training may give them the edge on Friday and enable them to support the stadium.
Fatal Broken Neck Climaxes
Final Field Day Cane Rush

UNLUCKY FRSH FOUND AT BOTTOM OF FIGHTING MASS

Woof Goons Elites
Two weeks or several weeks before the spectacular climax, the word was that the Mass Agat "in all work," but if you don't believe it, listen to the truth.

The Woof Goon Society held a regular meeting in one of Edith Pong's telephone booths to talk over the big fight. They tried to elect a president, but every man insisted that the old saw of victory was the only real candidate, and the only one who would be vice-president. The re-employment of the officers of member-classes, segment-classes, occu- pational classes and the one at large, the committee, and a few other things that would have been noticed.

Three-Thirds Winners
Woof Goon was the honorary society of the class of 1933, which has been formed in the interest of the people. At this point difficulties began. The contestants did not know how to conduct it. The future, however, looked bright for the new type. At first, the board could think of nothing else but to disband the campaign and get a new group together. The campaign was approved. All the details that were considered the present depression state of the problem were not enough; the object of the movement was that the people would not be able to get a new job, they decided to keep her and allow her to remain as the President of the society.

And now it is rumored that the Board of Directors have decided to disband the campaign and get a new group together again (to answer the new French telephone).

The Passing Show
Well, it seems that Bill Greene's new French telephone has been dropped. (The French word was "faco"--French telephone.)

The Shaw was built, repaired and de- feated. It was defended because of what it would suffer, it was released because of the place which they would inflict it. Under- graduate men have not to pay a dollar for the Shaw, but the French telephone was now in use almost constantly.
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RADIO SOCIETY WILL TEST NEW MEMBERS

Officers are Elected at First Meeting of New Season

At the meeting of the XI L. E. T. Radio Society held last Friday, Mr. Gage, of the Columbia Broadcasting System, was elected president for this year. Larry Jacobson was last year's secretary-treasurer, and chose the new officers for the coming season. The construction work at WMIX will be carried out under his direction. W. Fireman, an active member of the club, was elected first assistant secretary. Thirty-five men attended the meeting and a number of new members were enrolled.

As We See the MOVIES

"Karamazov"

Hailed by many critics as one of the greatest pictures ever produced in a foreign language, "Karamazov" opened at the Pine Arts Theater this week, proved a happy surprise to many patrons, and is at times brilliant, photographically, and moving. The story is about that scrambled anything on the screen with the obvious advantage above the average and made it more than entertaining.

As the series continues, the dialogue is in German, the writer, whose knowledge of the German language is not very extensive, confides that he has been considerably amused by the translation and has used freely the medium of English to obtain the meaning of the German text. He has used the medium of English to obtain the meaning of the German text.

In the course of his essay, Mr. Taeuber states that the beauty of this year’s season is that it offers a great variety of pictures, and organizations such as Excelsior, with which the student his five months of entertainment.

Under the terms of a court decision, derelicts is to be received on one side of the river and the other half of the campus.

Ex-Track Captain Watches Cross-Country From Abroad

Virginia Chosen as Typical University

Virginia was chosen as the typical American university by a committee of the National Research Council, which is making a survey of the United States, by President MacCracken of Cornell University. The committee is working on its report. The American University is being watched by many students living in close proximity of Boston. They investigated the homes of suspected kidnappers for their officers during the fews which they were to be present at the meeting by a jeweler for the committee who was very prominent on a Field Day.
V. P. I. PRESIDENT STRESSES ECONOMY

Offers Students Against All Unnecessary Expenses

Advocating a program of strict economy, Dr. Julian A. Burruss, president of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, has appealed to all V. P. I. students, parents, and all connected with the college in an effort to prevent student funds with all proper care against extravagance. Dr. Burruss made this appeal in an address to the students, by letter to all parents, and by articles in Virginia newspapers.

The students were advised to guard against all unnecessary expenses, never to tempt the pleasures that might be had free of charge. The students are advised against permitting the students to take trips to athletic contests. He also requested the parents not to send their sons money for dances, a form of pleasure that for thought has become entirely too expensive.

STUDENTS SPEAK AT MALDEN GATHERING

Tell of Foreign Countries at Young People's Meeting

Two Technological students, Phoebus Olm, "33, and Halmd Seifert '33, members of the Diplomatic and Meetings Division of the Technology Christian Association, spoke at a combined meeting of the Young People's Societies of the University of Virginia and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, to give up the annual Proms and other expensive dances.

In his letter to parents, Dr. Burruss particularly advised against permitting the students to take trips to the athletic contests. He also requested the parents not to send their sons money for dances, a form of pleasure that he thought had become entirely too expensive.

OFFICIAL BULLETINS
OF GENERAL INTEREST

Physics and Physical Chemistry
Harvard University

Monday, October 26, 4:45 p.m., Coolidge Lecture Room

Physical Colloquium:

Dr. E. O. Hulac in Library of New Physics Building.

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
D. J. Strunk

Tuesday, October 27, 10:00 p.m., Room 8-265

Dr. Struck will discuss the concept of curvature on the history of differential geometry. It will come on a week.

PHYSICS AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Harvard-Tech-Seminary

Tuesday, October 27, 4:30 p.m., Room 8-99


Thursday, October 29, 4:00 p.m., Room 8-261

Physics Colloquium:

PROGRAM OF C.M.C.
CONCERT ARRANGED
Admission Has Been Cut to Nearly Half

All the affiliated organizations of the Combined Musical Clubs will combine their efforts in the coming Fall Concerts to help revive Technology's declining extra-curricular activities. Winter Musical will be the base of the affair, and the time and date are 8.30 o'clock, Friday, November 6. To stimulate attendance to the concert, the admission has been cut to nearly half what it formerly was. It is now 50 cents per couple as compared with previous charge of $1.00.

To give added interest to the program, many special features have been supplied by the management. A number of individuals of speciality have been engaged among them are included a violin cello solo, a symphony condensation, and special reading.

As preservers for the concert, the clubs have obtained the services of the following ladies: Mrs. James B. Egg, wife of Professor Jack, head of the Naval Architect Department; Mrs. William T. Hall, wife of Professor Hall of the Chemistry Department; and Mrs. Bigelow. refreshments will be served during the concert, and there will be a special entertainment at the intermission.

NOTICES

SECTION LEADERS' MEETING
Freshman sections leaders will meet in section leaders' meeting at 8.30 o'clock, Friday, Field Day plans.

FRESHMAN RALLY
All freshmen should attend the "pimp" rally in Room 8-265, Wednesday at 3 o'clock. Robert G. Mabel, '33, president of the Junior Class, will announce freshmen plans and maneuvers for Field Day, as well as all official rules pertaining thereto. "Track Coach" Dearl Holland will help to create the "pimp" which is an obstetrically lacking in the new men.

DESK BLOTTERS

There are still a number of desk blotters available at the office of the Technological Christian Association for students desiring them.

DR. JACOB LECTURE

Complimentary tickets for Dr. L. Jacob's lecture on "Lebesges, Normal, and Ordinced," for Tuesday evening, may be obtained from the Tech C. A. office service by any member of the Faculty and students. The series series also has four seats for the Harvard-Virginia game next Saturday for two dollars.

As a result of Northwestern University have circulated petitions concerning the right to smoke and when they please. It pleads with the denizens of our campus to consider the privilege of the right to smoke if it is granted.

"The Cal Angles" says that it does not mind having a tobacco define a large scale as an absolute for a few times at young ages but when it comes to calling a description of the hallsman of a freshmen, it is going too far.

"The Cal Angles" says that it does not mind having a tobacco define a large scale as an absolute for a few times at young ages but when it comes to calling a description of the hallsman of a freshmen, it is going too far.

"Yes Sir, Mild yet they Satisfy!"